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During the past few years considerable research.eff0r-t has been devoted to 
investigations into multiple bond formation between carbon and the other atoms 
of group IV. Bonding of this type between silicon and carbon has received particular 
attention. Undoubtedly the position of silicon with respect to carbon in the periodic 
table and the similat-it~- in behavior of some of their compounds have. amongst other 
stimuli, encouraged such research_ In the realm of pure double bond formation, i.e. 
p=-$, orbital interactions, the record has been one of dismal failure. -111 attempts 
to form stable silicon-to-carbon double bondsi or to incorporate silicon as an inte,gral 
part of a p,-aromatic sl-stern+” have been unsuccessfu16-s. Attempts to form double 
bonds between carbon and germanium ha:-e not been reported. Reasons for the in- 
sbilitb- of these elements to form such bonds have been summarized by Eabomg. 
Perhaps the most cogent of these is that the energy needed to compress the central 
o-bond to obtain reasonablerr-orbital o\-erlap is not compensated for adequately by 
the enere- gain from overlap. 

Even more extensive investigations have been made into the possibility that 
silicon or germanium can participate in multiple bond formation involving one of 
their empty d-orbit& and a filled P-orbital of an element of the first row. Here efforts 
ha\-e been attended b- some success, albeit limited. The results of investigations b>- 
Benkeser and I<r?_siakl’J on the dissociation constants of pnm-substituted trimethyl- 
silvl anilines, phenols and benzoic acids, are best interpreted in terms of some dative 

rr-bonding between the benzene ring and the empty 3ci-orbitals of silicon Related 
work b- Chatt and 11~illiamslr on the dissociation constants of acids of the type 
$-RJIC,H,CO,H (R = CH, or C,H,; JI = C, Si or Gej revealed that -x-bonding of 
this type opposed the normal electron releasing effects of the RJI group where JI = Si 
or Ge although little difference could be observed between the effects of silicon and 
germanium. The magnitude of such dative rr-bonding has been investigated by 
Benkeser et al.“. who studied the rates of alkylation and acylation of certain silicon 
and germanium compounds_ They concluded that the conjugative effects for these 
two elements xere weak and of the same magnitude. Other esperimenral research 
worki3-rs on the comparaik-e magnitudes of the latter effect for silicon and germanium 
has pointed to a greater amount of x-bonding by silicon than by germanium”. The 

* some of the results in this paper were the subject of a preliminary communication by us in 
Tetmhzdron Leilrrj. I1962j Iz91_ 

* * The resuitsoi &IO&Z &en= work bv Bedford et aZ.16, supportthi~cconclusion.Theseinv~tig~- 
tars studied the ESR spectra of the anions of phenvltrimeth\-lsilane and phenvIt_imethrl~ermarie . _ - _ - _ 1 
and conciuded that si!icon was much more capable of conjugating with an aromatic system than 
w\-as germanium. 
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concensus of opkion. however. appears to have been, that while p,-d, bonding’ 
can occur between silicon or germanium and carbon the magnitude of the effect is rather 
small (in the g-round state)_ Howe%-er. in the past few years the appearance of a series 
of .articles by Yol’pin d uZ.‘9, seemed to contradict this viewpoint completely. 

The iatter workers discussed at length the problem of stabilization of three- 
membered arolnatic heterocyck They considered two types of systems, one rep- 
resented by (I) in which three $-orbit& are involved. and the other of type (II) 
where two p-orbitals and a d-orbital are utilized. In both instances, Huckei’s aroma- 

ticit>- rulP- that stabk s>-stems should ha\-e +I-+ 2 ekctrons-was invoked wherein 
n = o. \f‘hereu there is ample evidence that systems of type (I) obey Huckel’s rule 
ialthough sofar, onI>- where 11 = C) and are \-cry stable”. the applicability of this 
n?le to q-stems invoking orbirak other than p, has been seriousI>- questioned”_ In 

addition in systems in\-oh-kg both ZP=- and zci,-orbit&. estensix-e ox-erlap cannot 
be espected not mere!- became of the disparity in the symmetries of these two types 
of orbit&. but krgely because of the compactntis zp= orbitalslY. 

From several points of \-iew then the claima by \-ool’pin & trl.‘“, to have prepared 
esample of the system (II) (31 = Si and Ge) were most interesting. Here were systems 
suppo~:t+-, in which &-& interactions were large enough to permit cstenk-e ciectron 
delocalization around the ring thus gix-ing rise to enough ox-e&p energy to campenstr 

for the angle strain and bwd compression that must occur in heterocycles of thil; tvpc. 
However. q”iie apart from the doubt that the above empirical obserx-ations 

threw on thee structurti, the three discrepancies cited below, which appeared in the 

R&Sian papt?is Icd us to rein\-tic&ate the nature of their products. 
tr) The aromatic character of thtie materials was based on the stability of the 

ring svsferns to bromine, heat, and aerial oxidation. In addition, in the case of the 
dihai&yinanium compound5 [II ; R = halogen), the stabilk\- of the ring to alkali 
and strong miner-a1 acid ws a&o cited. 

Thwz propert& with the exception of inertne5-s to bromine are common to 
morn!- organogermanium and organojiIicon compounds. For instance tetnakyl- and 
terrzarx-k!ants are extremely stab!e to herzt ar.d oxidation”. some of the latter 

ccxnpo&ck wiithjtanding cWiiJation in air at tcmptmtureP above joo=. Similar 
proper;& have been nottd for organogcrmanium compound9. The re&tance of 
dihaiogermanc% to filrrher al&-I or rrr?_i cleax-ase by strong acids or bases has been well 
documented. 

112th regard to the action of bromine on (II) (11 = Ge; R = CH,; R’ = C,H,j. 
our re4ti are at I-ariance with those of \-oi’pin. 11-e ha\-e found that while the absorp- 
Cm of bromine is not rapid, one tquivaIent is taken up in forty minutes and a second 
equk-alen: is absorb& in an additional two and one half hours. at room temperature 
in carbon tetrachIoride_ -Attempts to obtain a crystalline product after the addition 

* EXC&XL~ thea&icJ dk~ssions of P.&-l bonding can bc found in the pqxxs of Craig 
r: a!.‘:. ad Jafi.P_ 
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of one equivalent of bromine mere fruitless, only a glassy substance together with 
some starting material being isolated. Nevertheless after the absorption of two 
equivalents of bromine it was possible to isolate, in low yield, a substance of m-p. 
1~--6”_ This compound gave poor analytical results but its mass spectrum leaves 
little doubt that it has structure (III). Although the major peaks in the spectrum 
correspond accurateI!: to tLe fragmentation pattern of tolane%, a very broad multiplet 
of low intensit>- at approximately mass GO represents the parent ion. Its multiplicity 
is that which is espected for a molecule containing one germanium and two bromine 
atoms. An additional peak. again of low- intensity. at *z/e 361 helps confn-rn structure 

H,C, ,.CH, 
Ge 

H&F.~,- “Br 
: 

(III) since the Ioss of Br (Ge-Br fission) from tl& molecule is to be expected. 
It should be noted that in addition to its origin from a molecule such as (II) (31 

= Ge; R = CH,; R’ = C6H5j ,it is possible for (III) to arise by yrnmetrical cleavage 
of a dimer of (II). 

0) One of the methods used to prepare the silirene derivative (II) (11 = Si; 

R = CH,; R’ = C,H,j-that of reactin, 0 dichlorodimethylsilane with sodium in the 
presence of toianc-was ver! simiiar to that used bv ourselves”: and others* for the 

_ preparation of the metalloks (IV). Thi- IL,, -3 - ‘acested that the silirene and the germirenes 
might pos4bly be siloles and germoles despite the esce!lent elemental analytical data 

pre+mred b>- the Rwsians. In addition, the formation of the silirene was accompanied 
b\- some 1.2,3-triphenl-Inapi1rhalene. The Iatter material xv-e had often observed 
during the preparation of I,+-di!ithio-I.-. 3 3:-I_-tetraphen>-lbutadiene from tolane and 
lithiumZ-=_ 

In order to distinguish betlveen such structures as (II) or (I\‘! for the germanium 
compounds;. the iodide (II) (31 = Ge; R = r; R’ = C&I,) was analyzed b>- S-ra\- 
absorption and fluorescence techniques for germanium and iodine. The values obtained 
were in good agreement with those obtained by Vol’pin ct aZ.19. Correlative results were 
obtained when (II! (JI = Ge; R = CH,; R’ = C,H,) was anal?-zed for germanium. 
The nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of the latter compound showed aromatic 
proton absorption at _+xS cps and aliphatic proton absorption at 12 cps downfield 
from tetrameth~lsilane at o cps. However. integration did not give an exact I :I 
correpondencc for ihet;e ~\VO t?_peS 0, f hydrogen, possibl>- because of secondary 
splitting of the aliphatic protons b>- some of the germanium isotopes_ Better results 
were obtained with (IIj (_\I = Ge; R’ = C,H,; R = C,H,). Here the methyl proton to 

J. Orgamnrc~sZ. Cirem.. 3 (19651 133-244 
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aromatic proton ratio (absorptions occurring at 65 and 45 cps and at .+zo cps re- 
spectivdy) approxizzated x : x quite closely. 

These redis then eliminated from contention structures such as (IV) (11 = Ge) 
for the germanium compounds_ 

c) The moiecular weight cited (635) for the iodide (If; R = I; R’ = C,H,) was 
determined cryoscopicai& in benzene and was in poor agreement with the theoretical 
l-alue (505). _Uso. the dimeth_\-2 derivative (II; R = CH,. R’ = C,H,) was determined 
bl- the Russians to have a moIecu2ar x-eight of 299-g at I ";;J concentration in camphor 
which rose to 6oo at higher concentrations (IO yi,). In the latter case they were able to 
obtain an accurate L-alue only by estrapolation to zero concentration of the solute. 
Similar rsults were recorded for (X3 and (1-I). In addition, ebu22ioscopic molecular 

weight determinations were claimed to x-erif_v a21 these data but no specific resuits 
were given. The variations in molecular weight were ascribed to “a marked *sock&on 
often obsen-ed with germanium compounds”. 

\1Xi2e such a comment ma>- be applicable to inorganic compounds of germanium 
in an ionizing solvent and perhaps even to (II) (R’ = C,H,; R = I; JI = Ge). it 
SarceIy can be extended to cover pureI>- organic compoun& of germanium_ Moreover, 
the prance of a dipoIe. which one might expect in such three-membered ring 
compounds. would not necessariiy lead to strong molecular zjsociation. 

A redetermination of the moIecuIar weights of (II} (R = CH,; R’ = C&I,; 
M = Gej in boiling benzene gal-e inconsktant results but e\-en these did not bear 
ozt the Rukan clzims_ _-Yt concentrations of I. 3 and 5 “0 the x-cdues found were 737. 
636 and 7~6 respectively (rhea? 2So.c~) . SimilarI_\- the higher homolog (II) iR = C,H,; 
R’ = C,H,. _\I = Ge) gal-e vaIue~ of 76~ and 910 (theory 30X5) at I and z-13 0; 
conceotr&ion_ Large vtiations from the theoretical molecu2ar weight fla\-e been 
ob*rx-& prc\iousI>- for other organic cornpour& containing an additional group 11‘ 
element. (The cau_v of the variation has, however, remained unexplained.) Even 
taking this into account it did seem that considerably larger moiecuks were present 
than rhe three-membered ring q-stems claimed by the Russian workers-. 

Rather than attempt to me the cr\-oscopic or osmometric methods for molecular 
weight determinations which again depend on the same thermod\-namic properties 
of solution as the ebullioscopic method, we turned to mass spectrometn- for an answer. 

The mass spectra of the so-calied r,z-dimethyl-. r.r-diethyl-. -and I.I-diiodo- 
z,j_diDhenv2germirene, the r,r-diiodogermirene and the r,I-dimeth?-2-2.3-diphenl_l- * _ 
silirene are shown in Figs_ I to 5 respectiw-el_\-. 

Perhaps the most significant features of the spectra (Figs_ x-_rj of these com- 
pounds are J) the presence of moIecu2ar ion groups at rms~ x-ah- twice those required 
for the three-membered ring compounds and 6) the total absence of any ions cor- 
responding to half of these molecular weights_ 
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Fig. I. Mass spectrum of “ I, r-dimeth\-I-~.3_diphen~l~e~irene”. 

The possibilit\- that the molecular weights seen in the mass spectra are onl! 

apparent and in realit>- represent tightl>- bound pairs of molecules of half these molec- 

ular weights. that is that they are “dimers by association”, seems remote. It appears 

I-erl- unlikeI\- that the ener_q- of such an association would exceed that of a Ge-I or 
Gek bond.\vhich would have to be the case to explain the loss of iodine or methyl 

at SL,‘E’s of X-127 and _\I-rg as can be seen in Figs. I and 2 respectively. The loss of 
these particular frqments ako helps to eliminate trimeric structures and this is 
confirmed by the absence of any higher mass ions in the particularly good spectrum of 
“I,I-diethvI-a,~-diphenyIgermirene”. 

TIleSmost probable structures for these materials then appear to be (1’11) or 

(vrrij. 

(1-1 I) (\‘IIl) 

The mass spectra of the cyclic compounds do not, in themselves, permit a clean 
distinction to be made between (VII) and (VIII) _ How-ever, the absence of an ion due to 

C,(C,HJ4- in the phenyiated derivatives (i.e. R’ = C,H,) mitigates strongly against 
structure (1‘111). This together with the e\-idence from bromination reported above 

leaves no doubt that the germanium compounds must be represented by structure 

(VII)=. 
Other features of the spectra are interesting. For instance one of the preferred 

fra,gmentation pathways of (1’11) (R = CH,. R’ = C,HJ seems to proceed as sholvn 
onrhenestpage: 

* In 3 x-e?- recent pub!icztion \‘oI’pin zl al.‘O. described an S-R>- cr\-st&lographic study of 
“1 .I-dichlorogermirene” and conclude also that it has in reality structure @II) (R = Cl; R’ = H). 



HA, ,-a 
H,C&Gc<,(aH, 

< i.: _t ?-C,H,C=CC,H, i (CH,)tGe=GeiCH,), 
H,C$‘Xd’ 

H,C’ XI-& (1X) 

asevidenced by- the intense ion at nr1t.r ZOS, corresponding to (IX). A structure such as 
this would be espected to have some stabi@- when positively chargedIs. This mode of 
decomposition is. as espected. also seen in the spectrum (Fig_ 2) of the tetraethxl 
derivative (VII; R = C,I-&; R’ = C,H,) with the corresponding ion of nr/e 264 The 
latter compound also shox\x a frabment at nr/z q+a resulting from the loss of one 
molecule af tolane and a similar rupture, accompanied by the loss of a methyl group 
can be obsewxl for the tetramethv1 analog at nz/e 37r_ 

Another type of cracking that appears to be common to both of these corn- 
pieteI_v alkyiated compounds is the estrusion of a dialkyigermanium fragment, ziz.: 

Ho~wvcr, when R = Cl-f, the poGtive ion produced i.i i_Yj inr/~’ 460) wkcrev when 
R = C&l,.- it is the GeR, fragment x-kick acquires the positi\-e charge (WJ/Z rse), 
while (1) ii tke neutral fra,gmmt_ The po&biIitJ- that suck cracking proceeds to .gi-ie 
the c!osed ring (-XI) can be dixounttd again because of the lack of any C,(C,K&,- 
fragments in these :pcctra. The mass spectral cracking patterns of tke tetraiodo 
compounds (Fig5. 3 and 1) zre 2;imilar to one znotker but differ from those of the 
tetl;rall;?-1 &ix-&L-es cfes~ribed abo\-e. The spectrum of {\-II) (R = I; R’ = C,H,) 
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xl 

is I-t’rv &nple. showing in addition to the molecular ion at UZ/C 1012 onl>- loss of iodine 
(M-117) at jn/~ SSg and peaks for Gcr, (~IZ/E 32s ), GeI (714~ 301) and toIane (f:/c 1$3). 
In the spectrum of the simpler heterocycle (VII; R = I; R’ = H) similar fragments 
can bc- seen, the major peaks representing the molecular ion -\I (9q’6 ~oS), M-I (9;a/cgS1) 

and \-ariou< combinations of Ge with 1 at nz/c values of 5~9 (Ge,I,), 3’s (GeL) and 

“01 t&Ii. 

1n conclusion, it should be noted that the lack of symmetrical clea\-age of the 

germanium compounds mitigates strongly against the possible existence of three- 

membered ring compounds such as (I) or (II) (11 = Ge) since one would espect to see 

them in the mass spectrometer if the- had an>- intrinsic stability. 
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Here ag&n, the preence of an intense mc:ecuIar ion at 773/c 472 (Fig. 5) and the 
lack of an>- frzqnent ion of s:/< 236 is strong evidence 2 .<ainst the pos-iibilitv of the 
silicon compound hax-ing a three-membered ring srruciurc’. The compiete absence of a 
C,(C,K,),- frqrnent agtin suggests that the silicon compound must ha\-e structure 
(XIIj rather than jXIII]_ 

The frqgnentation pattern of (SII) is estremely interesting. for here fcf- Fig. ri the 
estrusion of ~dimethy-lsikon to proside an ion of ~$8 414 seems to be a minor prtthwah- 
ar;d co!lapse across the moitcuie to give fCH,),Si-Si(CH,j, is unimportant. 

--- 
= Recentlv \\‘est a_ad E.ailc~al have also conjectured that the silirene. described by the Russian 

~vorkers. has. in fact. a sir-membered ring structure. Their a-idencc cannot be conhkrd entirely 
conk-incing since it consists esentiaU_r of ocly two isopiejtic molecuk rr-eight determinations. 
TX xaz,s spectral data rcfmrcd to in their communication was in fact datz, from our laboxztor)- 
rci;rvr& to them. 
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The dominant mode of decomposition appears to be loss of methyl (AC-15) 

followxl by loss of tolane to give (XIV),--or preferably+KV) at 94~ zyg_ 

This appears to be followed by the loss of dimethylsilicon to give what may be 
the r-methyl-a,~-diphenylsilacyclopropeninm ion (XVI) at m/e 221, although no 
attempt was made to observe the metastable ion decompositions which could have 
provided evidence for or against this specific reaction sequence. It is unlikely that the 
sequence quoteO is the onl>- one wbicb gives rise to the ion fragments observed_ _Uter- 
nate possibilities for the ion at wz/e 221 are of course, the diradical cation (XVII) and 
the doubly charged fragment (XVIIIj. The latter seems improbable in view of the 
intensity of the peak However, the likelilnood that the fragment is (XVII) cannot be 
ruled out and a choice between this structure and (XVI) would ultimately depend on 
knowing something of the energies associated with these two species. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this spectrum are (n) that it seems very 
improbabie that the r,r-disubstituted silirene can be avery stable entity [otherwise one 
could expect its formation from (XII) under electron impact: and (b) that the sila- 
c>-cIopropenium ion may be a reasonabl- stable system. 

In the light of the mass spectral results the molecular weights of both the 
germanium and siiicon compounds were also determined b>- osmometry. For (VII) 
(I3 = I; R’ = C,HJ. and (\IIj (.R = C,H,; R’ = C,H,j the values obtained were 
993 and 621 respecti\-et>- (required 1009 and 6rTj whereas for (SII) 4~4 was found 
(calcd. ~TZ)_ These results thus complement the rnzzs spectrometric findings. 

A number of attempts were made to estend the scope of this synthesis but most 
of the research yielded negative results. Hesatluoro-a-but\-ne could not be induced 
to react with germanium diiodide at temperatures up to zoo’, whereas when &enyl- 
acetylene reacted with this iodide, no crystalline product could be isolated from the 
rejultrtnt glass. 

The reaction cf decaphenylpentastannane3” with tolane did not proceed below 
150’ and at higher temperatures Ied onI>- to tin and tetraphenyltin by disproportiona- 
tion. Similar results were obtained with dimethyl acetylenedicarbosylate. The reaction 
of tributy-lphosphine with tolane in the presence of an iodine catalyst did give a 
recognizable product. This surprisin&- was r-butyl-a $4. j-tetraphen_vlphosphole 
(XIX) but the yield was low, being onI\- 3 :.a. Other reactions which yielded negative 
results included the reaction of tolane with red phosphorus plus a trace of iodine at 
“40-> _ and tolane with triphenylphosphine with the same catalyst at ~00~. 
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Arsenic triiodide or trichloride with tolane at zoo’ led to onI)- traces of products 
which were not investi+ed. 

Of the experiments carried out with antimon\- compounds on&- that in\-ob-ing 
tripheny-ktibine with tolane in boilin, 0 diphenyl ether and an iodine cataf)-st. Ied to 
a product. This material analysed well for C=H,$b, but so far no structure has been 
de\-ised to fit these resuIts_ 

ESPERIS:EST_XL 

Mass spectra were obtained from a modified xz-107 Bendix time-of-flight rnss 
spectrometer and SMR curves were recorded by a \rian A-60 Spectrometer. 
1Ielting points were determint on Fisher-Johns melting point block and are not cor- 
rected- AI1 infrared spectra were recorded as SujoI mulls_ 

The germanium compounds described in this paper were prepamed according to 
the m&ho& of \‘ol’pinrs. The latter were found to be completeI>- reproducibk only 
xhen the germanium iodide weti 1~s in the form of nacreous p!ates. The dimorphic 
needle-&rapt& form did not lead to an?- reco~izable products when reacted with tolane. 

at ~~~ 3360 _% !E 1-63 :I ro3j. The bun& in its infrared r;psctrum agreed with those 
recorded in the Iiterature19_ (Found: Ge. 14-o; I , 51.0. C,,H20Ge21. calcd.: Gt. q_3g; 
I. 3o.q. C,,H,,kI, cnlcd.: Ge. xo.ii3; I, 37-r; “,,A 

with a -*Jution of bromine (Q-2 mi; 0.1% moIar in Br,) during 30 minutes, decoloriza- 
tion being complete IO mfnures later. _\ttcmpt~ to i_;olate a product at this stage were 
f&k. only st2rting material (0. 2 ,n) and an intractable ~mrn>- residue being ob- 
tained. Thte were rtxornbined and rebrominated = abol-e. complete decolorization 
occurx-in~ afrcr 2-5 hours. The so!\--ent xx then removed and the residue triturated 
with a Iittte ether_ The cr\-staihne solid i0.1~) which formed w&as req-~tallizcd sc\-eraI 
times from ptro!eum &her (b-p. -. 30-&o-! to gve white cr_\st&:, m-p_ 13_1-5’_ 3Ia5s 
qxxctral anal_+ of this compound Am-~d the mofecuiar weight to be ++o. Its infrared 
spectrum showed si@icnnt bands at 6.1+6.a+, 6-30. 10.66, I+OS, q-31 and I+& .u. 
Abxqtion in the ultra\-iokt spectrum occurred at i.,,, 2960 (E z-96 x 10~) and 
i5h z7Qo LA (e 5-6 :-. 10~) with intense absorption around 2250 _% Consistent ele- 
mental anaI_tical data could not be obtained for this compound and insufficient 
was avaiIable for S-ra>- absorption or fiuorescence analyses. 
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_i solution of tributylphosphine (6.0 g) in diphenylacetylene (5.6 g) containing 
a trace of iodine was heated for 24 hours at 2 jo”_ Unreacted tributylphosphine was 
removed bl- vacuum distillation and the residue percolated through a column silica 
gel (ISO g)_-Elution of the column with a I I I misture of petroleum ether (b.p. 30-60’) 
and benzene (ISO ml) led to 0.7 g of crude product. Recrystallization from methylene 
chloride provided the pure phosphoie, m-p. xSg-rgo”. (Found: C. S6:7; H, y-2; P, 
64. C,,H=,P calcd.: C, S6.5; H, 6.6; P - o :L -,/- .> Its infrared spectrum showed bands at 
6.22, 6-34. 6.66. g-30, 9.70. -ro.~, 13.20 and 14-50 p and closely resembled that of 
pentaphenl-lphospholezms_ 

_\ solution of triphenylstibine (S-S g) and diphenylacetylene (5.4 g) in diphenyl 
ether (15 ml) containing a trace of iodine was heated for six hours at 260~. The solution 
was cooled and a trace of antimon>- removed by filtration. The bulk of the diphenyl 
ether was removed b>T x-acuum distillation and the residue taken up in petroleum 
ether (200 ml; b-p. 30-60’)_ 

On long standing a cr\-stalline precipitate appeared (1-3 g)_ Recrystallization of 
a sample from benzene afforded the anal>-tical sample, m-p. 210-211~. {Found: C, 
47_+; H. 3.4; Sb, 4S.6 y.&_) The infrared spectrum of this material showed bon& at 
6.94, 9.33, 9.7s. 10.00, 12.50, 13.55. 13.75 and 14.55 p_ 

The authors would like to cspress their appreciation to Drs. D. R. KEYESBERG 

and-L E. BEY for a sample of r,r,~,~-tetrameth\-1-2.3,~. 6-tetrapheny1-1.4~disilin. They 
al_+ thank Dr. P. KORTH for the S-ra?- anal!-ses and Xr. _I. A. CARL~OX for technical 
a55x5tance. 

The compounds reported recently b\- Russian workers as unsaturated three- 
membered hettrocyciic rings containing s&on or germanium are showy to be, in 
fact, derix-ati\-es of th e no\-el ring q-stems I._+-disilin and I._+-digermin. 
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